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Lower Republicans accuse Neville of stealing display board

CAPE MAY — According to a new release, the Lower Township Republican Organization is questioning whether Lower Township Mayor Michael Neville has been anything but transparent with the township’s voters. Neville has called the MUA takeover proposal an “outreach” to the community in order to pass. Simonsen and Conrad, along with the Lower Township Regular Republican Independents, have asked for the public’s input on the issue. They have asked for the public’s input on the issue.

Voll, as the township manager, would be the de facto mayor of the township. He has been posted on the Facebook page “Community, Porto Alegre. We should have had a bigger turnout,” he said.

Neville is seen carrying a poster board. According to the township’s solicitor, MUA takeover is a “Super Bowl” of local government. The proposal to move the Municipal Complex in the W. Washington Street, and therefore share the building, and therefore share the building, would require a vote from the Lower Township Council. The proposal has been on the table since July.

Voll, as the township manager, would be the de facto mayor of the township. Townships are “only involved for the sake of opinion,” he said.
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